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I. PURPOSE:

This policy provides standards for OYA staff in protecting OYA information stored on mobile data storage devices. The policy also delineates how OYA manages state-owned mobile communications devices.

II. POLICY DEFINITIONS:

Authorized Mobile Data Storage Device: A state-owned or personal mobile data storage device approved for state business use.

Critical Information: Information that is deemed extremely sensitive and is intended for use by named individual(s) only. This information is typically exempt from public disclosure because, among other reasons, such disclosure would potentially cause major damage or injury up to and including death to the named individual(s), agency employees, clients, partners, or cause major harm to the agency.

Mobile Communication Device (MCD): A text messaging device or wireless, two-way communication device designed to receive and transmit voice or text communication, including mobile Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and smart phones.

Mobile data storage device: An electronic device that stores data and is designed for portability (e.g., mobile communication device, laptop, USB flash drive, CD, DVD, tablet, gaming device).

Restricted Information: Restricted information intended for limited business use that may be exempt from public disclosure because, among other reasons, such disclosure will jeopardize the privacy or security of agency employees, clients, partners or individuals who otherwise qualify for an exemption. Information in this category may be accessed and used by internal parties only when specifically authorized to do so in the performance of their duties. External parties requesting this information for authorized agency business must be under contractual obligation of confidentiality with the agency prior to receiving it.

III. POLICY:

OYA physically controls and protects mobile data storage devices, and protects and manages any information stored on them. The controls protect against theft of state-owned equipment, unauthorized disclosure of information, misuse of equipment or unauthorized access to information and devices.

Generally, critical and restricted information will be stored on the OYA network. Staff may load critical or restricted information onto OYA-authorized mobile data storage devices as needed to do their immediate work. Staff may only take the amount of critical or restricted information off site needed to perform their duties.

See OYA policy I-E-3.2 (Information Asset Classification and Protection) regarding what information is classified as “critical” or “restricted” and generally how these types of information must be protected.
State-owned or personal Mobile Communications Devices (MCD) may be used for state business when the use supports OYA business interests and is economically justified. Only those whose job functions require use of an MCD may be issued state-owned MCDs and are authorized users for plan charges. OYA will only pay MCD plan charges for authorized users.

Failure to comply with any provision of this policy or standards contained within may result in disciplinary action, up to and including dismissal from state service.

IV. GENERAL STANDARDS:

A. Staff must connect to an OYA wireless access point when using an authorized mobile data storage device for business purposes whenever an OYA wireless access point is available.

B. Due to the non-secure airways and servers used by authorized mobile data storage devices, conversations and text messages via authorized mobile data storage devices must be limited to non-restricted and non-critical information when possible. If restricted or critical information is discussed or written, staff must attempt to do so out of sight or hearing range of others.

C. Staff must ensure the authorized mobile data storage device is password protected at sign-on.

D. Staff must ensure the authorized mobile data storage device is locked in a drawer, cabinet, or room when not in use.

E. Staff must ensure the authorized mobile data storage device is encrypted, if capable.

F. OYA reserves the right to delete all information from an authorized mobile data storage device if a staff member’s employment with OYA ends, or the staff member’s authorized mobile data storage device is lost, stolen, or replaced.

1. Staff must notify a supervisor (or officer-of-the-day) and the Information Systems Service Desk if the device is lost, stolen, replaced, or no longer needed for OYA business.

Refer to OYA policy I-E-3.3 Information Security Incident Response for additional instructions if the lost or stolen device contains restricted or critical information.

2. Human Resources staff must notify the Information Systems Service Desk of a staff member’s separation from OYA on or before the staff member’s separation date.

G. Information stored on authorized mobile data storage devices is subject to public records laws.
OYA may need access to an authorized mobile data storage device to obtain data or information in the event of a personnel or criminal investigation concerning an OYA matter.

H. Authorized MCDs

1. Staff must carry an authorized MCD when transporting offenders, and when conducting offender home visits.

2. Only the authorized MCD user may give his/her authorized MCD contact information to an offender, and only for the purpose of conducting official state business.

3. Staff must use a hands-free accessory when driving a vehicle while using an authorized MCD.
   a) Staff are advised to use extreme caution when using an MCD while driving a vehicle due to an increased potential for vehicle accidents while driving and using an MCD.

   The preferred method to use an MCD while operating a vehicle is to park the vehicle in a safe place prior to using the MCD.
   b) Any traffic violations or payment of fines imposed for violation of any applicable laws on MCD use is the staff member’s personal responsibility.

V. PURCHASING AND CONTROLLING STATE-OWNED MCDs

A. An Information Systems staff member is designated as the OYA’s Mobile Communication Plan Coordinator.

1. The Mobile Communication Plan Coordinator -
   a) Is authorized to open, manage, and cancel authorized MCD accounts;
   b) Is authorized to and purchases all MCDs for OYA;
   c) Serves as the contact and liaison with Department of Administrative Services (DAS) and the vendor;
   d) Ensures that access services for lost or stolen MCDs are disconnected; and
   e) Maintains a list of all MCD access accounts and corresponding authorized users (staff names) and any special purpose accounts.
2. Supervisors must request MCDs and services through the Mobile Communication Plan Coordinator.

B. Supervisors will determine if a staff member needs to use a state MCD to perform job duties.

1. Valid reasons to need a state MCD include –
   a) Official duties require the staff be “on-call” away from workstations;
   b) Official duties require extensive travel during the staff’s normal assigned work time;
   c) Official duties expose staff to off-worksite danger; or
   d) Official duties require an emergency or time-critical response.
   e) Cost of device is justified by the gain in operational efficiency.

2. Worksite MCDs may be distributed by the worksite supervisor when deemed appropriate by that supervisor.

C. Review of state-owned MCD billing

The Accounting Section will audit monthly billings to identify potential inappropriate use of the MCD and any billing errors.

D. Appropriate use of state-owned MCDs

When staff are designated as authorized users of a state-owned MCD, such use is intended for state-related business. However, limited incidental personal use is allowed as long as there is no or insignificant cost to the state.

1. OYA has the sole discretion to determine if a staff’s use is personal or business.

2. Staff may be required to reimburse OYA for unauthorized personal use of an MCD.

E. Refer to OYA policy II-A-1.0 (Facility Access) for guidelines on carrying MCDs into OYA facilities.

F. Supervisors will ensure the staff they authorize to use state-owned MCDs understand acceptable use of the MCD, and the staff receive a copy of this policy prior to using state-owned MCDs.
1. OYA form YA 8023 (Mobile Communication Device Acquisition - User Agreement) will document the staff's acknowledgement and receipt of this policy.

2. Supervisors will keep a list of all assigned state-owned MCDs and the staff authorized to use such MCDs.

VI. CONTROLLING STATE-OWNED MOBILE DATA STORAGE DEVICES

A. Assigning state-owned mobile data storage devices (other than MCDs)
   1. Assignment of state-owned mobile data storage devices must be documented on a YA 8110 (Employee-assigned Property) form.
   2. The document must describe the device, who it is assigned to, the location of the worksite, the date assigned, and the supervisor responsible for the device.
   3. The assigned OYA staff's signature or office manager's signature must appear on the document.
   4. The documentation must be kept current and retained for two years after the state-owned mobile data storage device is returned.

B. Transporting state-owned mobile data storage devices
   1. Staff must have authorization to remove the storage device from the worksite. Authorization is contingent upon work assignment and local protocol.
   2. Related protocols on logging removable storage devices must be followed (e.g., signing for a laptop or USB flash drive).
   3. Transporting in vehicles
      a) Staff will maintain physical control of the mobile data storage device throughout the transport and ensure protection from view by unauthorized people.
      b) If the mobile data storage device must be left unattended in a vehicle, the vehicle must be locked and the device must be out of plain sight.

C. Shipping state-owned mobile data storage devices

   Mobile data storage devices containing critical or restricted information may be shipped when the following conditions are met:

   1. Secure tape, sealant, or other tamper-evident material is used to identify a breach of the package; and
2. The people who have a need to know of the shipment are identified.
   a) Pre-agreed receiving names are authorized for signature at the destination.
   b) Post-alert confirmation of delivery to recipient is ensured upon delivery (e.g., recipient contacts the sender upon the package’s arrival).
   c) Passwords are identified in a separate communication. Staff should not identify the related password in the same communication that mentions the specific mobile data storage device.

D. Intergovernmental agreements on sharing restricted or critical information on mobile data storage devices must be followed.

E. Disposal of mobile data storage devices
   1. Staff must deliver OYA laptops and mobile data storage devices to the OYA IS Service Desk for disposal.

      Information Systems (IS) staff must follow the statewide policy on Sustainable Acquisition and Disposal of Electronic Equipment (DAS policy 107-009-0050).

   2. Staff must mail or deliver OYA USB flash drives, CDs, DVDs, and diskettes to the Service Desk for disposal.
      a) Staff will notify the Service Desk via e-mail of the number of devices and date shipped.
      b) The Service Desk will confirm receipt and destruction of the devices.

VII. PERSONAL MOBILE DATA STORAGE DEVICES

A. Staff may use their personal mobile data storage devices for business purposes only if the use supports OYA business interests and the device is -
   1. Needed for state business; and
   2. Approved by the staff member’s supervisor.
   3. If the device is a mobile communication device, the device must also be-
      a) Compatible with Microsoft ActiveSync;
b) Installed with OYA mobile device management (MDM) security software; and  

c) Synchronized with the staff member’s OYA Exchange e-mail system.

B. Staff who use their personal mobile data storage devices for business purposes are responsible for all costs incurred while using the device for business purposes.

C. Supervisors must ensure the staff they authorize to use personal mobile data storage devices for business purposes understand acceptable use of the personal device for business purposes. Staff must receive a copy of this policy prior to using a personal device for business purposes.

1. Staff must read and sign OYA form YA 8026 (Authorized Personal Mobile Device User Agreement) prior to using a personal device for business purposes. The signed YA 8026 will document the staff’s acknowledgement and receipt of this policy.

2. An authorized personal mobile data storage device may only be used if there is sufficient network capacity to provide adequate service. Information Systems will determine whether there is sufficient network capacity to provide adequate service for the authorized personal mobile data storage device.

3. Information Systems will keep a list of all personal devices that are authorized to be used for business purposes.

D. Staff must comply with the general standards listed in section IV when using a personal MCD that has been approved for state business use.

E. Business-related information stored on a staff member’s personal mobile data storage device used for business purposes is subject to public records laws.

F. Staff must not connect unauthorized mobile data storage devices to OYA computer systems or the OYA network without prior approval from OYA’s Technical Services manager.

G. Personal audio CDs and DVDs may be used for limited personal use as described in OYA policy 0-7.0 (Use of Electronic Information Assets and Systems).

H. Staff must not store OYA information on unauthorized personal mobile data storage devices.

VIII. LOCAL OPERATING PROTOCOL REQUIRED: NO